Quantitative structure -property/activity relationships (QSPR/QSAR) [1] [2] [3] are aimed to answer: what factors operate during a physical, chemical, and/or biochemical phenomenon? Representation of the molecular structure for these searches is based on molecular descriptors which as a rule, are presented as atoms (vertices) and their bonds (edges) in molecular graphs [4] . A conceptual alternative to molecular graphs is SMILES [5] [6] [7] . Fragment methods, in general, and SMILES-based optimal descriptors, in particular, are clear enough to interpret: each molecular fragment shows a defined influence of the phenomenon.
1.Introduction
Quantitative structure -property/activity relationships (QSPR/QSAR) [1] [2] [3] are aimed to answer: what factors operate during a physical, chemical, and/or biochemical phenomenon? Representation of the molecular structure for these searches is based on molecular descriptors which as a rule, are presented as atoms (vertices) and their bonds (edges) in molecular graphs [4] . A conceptual alternative to molecular graphs is SMILES [5] [6] [7] . Fragment methods, in general, and SMILES-based optimal descriptors, in particular, are clear enough to interpret: each molecular fragment shows a defined influence of the phenomenon.
There are several reasons to search for SMILESbased QSPR/QSAR models. The first, comparison of models based on the molecular graph and those based on SMILES can be useful from a heuristic point of view. The second, the number of databases available on the Internet gradually increases. The third, SMILES notation can be built for substances which cannot be represented by molecular graphs, e.g. for mixtures or for inorganic substances.
The present study evaluated the ability of the SMILES-based fragment method for QSPR modelling of normal boiling points and octanol/water partition coefficient.
Experimental Procedure

Method
Data on normal boiling points (BP) and octanol/water partition coefficient (logP) for 90 cyclic and acyclic hydrocarbons were taken from [8] . Canonical SMILES [9] were used. The training set (n=45) and test set (n=45) were split randomly.
Descriptors of the correlation weights (DCW) were calculated by
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QSPR modelling of normal boiling points and octanol/water partition coefficient for acyclic and cyclic hydrocarbons using SMILES-based optimal descriptors DCW = Π CW(s k ) Π CW(ss k ) Π CW(sss k ) (1) where s k , ss k, and sss k are SMILES attributes (SA k ) of one, two or three elements, respectively. The element of the SMILES can be a symbol of the SMILES notation (for instance, 'c', 'C', 'n', 'N', =, etc.), or two symbols of the SMILES encoding an image (for instance, 'Cl', 'Br', 'N+', 'O-', etc.); CW(x) is the correlation weight for the SMILES attribute x. The CWs are calculated by the Monte Carlo optimization procedure [6, 7] that provides values of the CWs which used in Eq. 1 give a maximum for the correlation coefficient between the descriptor and property of interest. The notation of the SMILES elements was used according to the ASCII codes of the symbols. Each 'AB' composition can be represented in only one way (thus only 'AB' and not 'BA', and similarly only 'ABC' not 'CBA' ). There are 66 SMILES attributes for the 90 substances under consideration. Some of the attributes are rare or absent in the training set. The threshold LimN described in [7] can be used for rational selection of the attributes: if a SMILES attribute occurs in the training set less than LimN times its correlation weight (CW) is defined as 1. Eq. 1 shows that CW=1 can not change the DCW value.
The prevalence of SA k in the training and test sets is important. The relative prevalence (RP) of SA k in the two sets can be calculated as (2) where NS TR (SA k ) and NS TS (SA k ) are the numbers of 
SMILES containing the SA k in the training and test sets, respectively and NS TR and NS TS are the total numbers of SMILES in the two sets. The ideal situation is ΔP(SA k ) = 0, but ΔP(SA k ) > 0 (RP of SA k in the training set is higher than in the test set) and ΔP(SA k ) < 0 (RP of the SA k is higher in the test set) are also possible.
The average RP over all active (not blocked) SA k is calculated as follows (3) where N act is the total number of active SA k . This parameter is a characteristic of the split into the training and test set, and the ideal situation is (4) However, this situation hardly is met. The realistic estimation of the predictability for QSPR/QSAR models becomes a central problem for this field of theoretical chemistry (i.e., for the QSPR/ QSAR analyses). Criterions which are calculated with Eqs. 2 and 3 are aimed to involve probabilistic principles for solution of the above-mentioned problem (estimation of the predictability).
Results and Discussion
If LimN=5, the curve for the plot of the limN versus P ∆ has a minimum (Fig. 1) . The statistical quality of the models for normal boiling points and octanol/ water partition coefficient is best when LimN=5. Table 1 shows the probabilistic characteristics of the SMILES attributes which are active when LimN=5. Table 2 gives an example of the DCW calculation (for normal boiling points, limN=5).
The following models are obtained using SMILESbased optimal descriptors: Table 4 and Figs. 4 and 5.
We have expected that SMILES attributes [6, 7] can give a good predictive model for the normal boiling points and octanol/water partition coefficient. One can see that statistical characteristics of the models for normal boiling points and octanol/water partition coefficient are quite good.
In order to additionally check the predictability of the models which are calculated with Eqs. 5 and 6 we have calculated the R m 2 metric [10, 11] . According to [9, 10 ] the R m 2 should be greater than 0.5. Thus the abovementioned criterion confirms predictability of these models.
The number of databases containing SMILES gradually increases so SMILES-based descriptors become convenient for QSPR/QSAR analyses. However, it is preferable to base this modelling on SMILES generated by the same software [9, 12] .
Applications of the LimN and the P ∆ need validation with other properties (activity) and other classes of compounds. If the utility of the plot of LimN versus P ∆ as an indicator of the quality of the split into training and test sets is confirmed for other properties and other substances, these plots will be useful for the rational definition of the domain applicability.
Conclusions
SMILES-based optimal descriptors are reasonably good predictors of the normal boiling points ( o C) and octanol/water partition coefficient (logP) of acyclic and cyclic hydrocarbons. The average relative prevalence of these attributes is a tool for rational definition of the LimN before constructing these models.
